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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to present a Design for Additive Manufacturing (DfAM) methodology that connects several methods, from
geometrical design to post-process selection, into a common optimisation framework.
Design/methodology/approach – A design methodology is formulated and tested in a case study. The outcome of the case study is analysed by
comparing the obtained results with alternative designs achieved by using other design methods. The design process in the case study and the
potential of the method to be used in different settings are also discussed. Finally, the work is concluded by stating the main contribution of the
paper and highlighting where further research is needed.
Findings – The proposed method is implemented in a novel framework which is applied to a physical component in the case study. The component
is a structural aircraft part that was designed to minimise weight while respecting several static and fatigue structural load cases. An addition goal is
to minimise the manufacturing cost. Designs optimised for manufacturing by two different AM machines (EOS M400 and Arcam Q201), with and
without post-processing (centrifugal finishing) are considered. The designs achieved in this study show a significant reduction in both weight and
cost compared to one AM manufactured geometry designed using more conventional methods and one design milled in aluminium.
Originality/value – The method in this paper allows for the holistic design and optimisation of components while considering manufacturability,
cost and component functionality. Within the same framework, designs optimised for different setups of AM machines and post-processing can be
automatically evaluated without any additional manual work.

Keywords Additive Manufacturing, Design for Additive Manufacturing, Optimisation, Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation,
Computer aided design

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction

Design for Additive Manufacturing (DfAM) is a category of
methods and knowledge that aids the design process of
components by fully using the advantages of AM. AM has several
advantages over traditional manufacturing, including the
manufacturing of small quantities/individual customisation, part
consolidation, the creation of lightweight designs and the
possibility to create more efficient designs (Gao, 2015; Gibson
et al., 2015; Klahn et al., 2015). Traditional design methods, tools
and software are often not capable of supporting a design process
that fully exploits the possibilities of AM (Simpson, 2017). The
difficulty of using the potential, and understanding the limits, of
AMcomplicates the introduction ofAM into industry.
Different methods that use optimisation to overcome the

problem are proposed in research. Examples of focus areas for that
kind of research are Topology Optimisation (TO) of the geometry
(Liu and Ma, 2016; Ranjan et al., 2017), lattice optimisation
(Gorguluarslan et al., 2017), optimisation of build direction and
placement (Das et al., 2015), slice and manufacturing path

optimisation (Jin et al., 2017), process optimisation (Liu and
Rosen, 2010), material/material properties refinement (Guessasma
et al., 2015) and the development of better post-processing
processes (Kahlin, 2020).Most of the existing research is limited to
one or a few of these categories and therefore does not involve all
the important perspectives in a design process.
This paper aims to present a holistic method that bridges

disciplines from geometry optimisation to post-processing
selection into the same optimisation framework. The presented
design framework automatically uses knowledge of AM and post-
processing to prepare a geometry for manufacturing e.g. by
addition of stockmaterial that compensates formanufacturing and
post-processing. Computer-aided engineering (CAE) models uses
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the created geometries to evaluate manufacturability and
manufacturing cost in parallel to structural performance. The
method enables comparison of different AM and post-processing
setups, in addition to geometry variations enabled by a parametric
CAD model. Contribution to the research field of DfAM is a
synthesised and holistic method supporting the involvement of
AM in the design process. While the individual design disciplines
are based on existing technologies, this work also contributes with
how they need to be adopted to fit within a holistic design
automation framework.
The method is applied to a case study where a structural

aircraft component is designed and manufactured. In the case
study, the framework for automatic design evaluation is
implemented into a multi-disciplinary optimisation (MDO)
(Simpson and Martins, 2011) framework, aiming to optimise
both the performance of the final product and its
manufacturing. The outcome of the optimisation is not just one
optimal design but several designs that are optimal (in term of
performance and manufacturing cost) for different setups of
AMmachines and post-processing methods. In addition to this
optimisation, the knowledge reuse in the method enables it to
automate the export of geometrical models with addedmaterial
that compensates formanufacturing and post-processing.
The work presented in this paper follows a methodology

similar to Design ResearchMethodology (DRM) (Blessing and
Chakrabarti, 2009), to formulate, evaluate and analyse a design
method. The design method is formulated based on data
collection in the form of literature reviews and previous
experience from research projects carried out in collaboration
with industry. A condensed review of DfAM research is
presented in Section 2. The formulated design method is
presented in section 3. The design method has been
implemented within a computer framework that utilises the
proposedmethod to support the design process.
A case study is used to evaluate the method and framework.

This case study consists of a component from an aircraft cargo
door structure. This component was selected because the
aeronautical industry was one of the early adopters of AM, and
this is a typical aircraft component. It is designed to minimise
the weight and manufacturing cost while structural loads and

manufacturing rules are considered. This is presented in
Section 4, together with a comparison between the designs
achieved in this study and existing design alternatives. In
Section 5, the design method is analysed and discussed based
on experiences from the case study. An overview of the four
steps in themethodology is presented in Figure 1.

2. Design for additive manufacturing

DfAM includes a variety of research, methods, software and
information which aid the design process from divergent angles
(Gao, 2015). Several different methods and categorisations
of DfAM exist (Wiberg et al., 2019a; Yang and Zhao, 2015;
Kumke et al., 2016; Laverne et al., 2014; Rosen, 2014), which
contain a collection of different methods, information and other
types of design support. From a design engineer’s perspective,
DfAM can be split into four categories (component selection and
ideation, design and optimisation, AM preparation and post-
process preparation), as shown in Figure 2. The first category
focuses on component selection and assembly design. Research in
the second category focuses on design support, where computer
support in term of CAD and optimisation methods and tools
dominate. The third deals with rules, software and simulation
methods that aim to prepare and verify the success of the
manufacturing.Within the fourth and final phase, the component
is adapted and prepared for postprocessing, including removal
from the build plate, removal of support structures, heat
treatment and potential surface improvementmethods.

2.1 Component selection and ideation
The earliest usage of AM was to create prototypes, but today
AM is used for prototypes, final products and tools or moulds
(Klahn et al., 2015). The proposed method focuses on end
products, for which AM has four advantages compared to
traditional manufacturing. The first is integrated design with a
focus on reducing the number of parts in a system. This can
lead to a reduction in part count with the positive effects of
reduced risk of errors and reduction in manufacturing cost.
Integrated design can also make it possible to integrate
functions that cannot be manufactured using traditional

Figure 1 The four-step methodology applied in the study

Figure 2 Four steps in the design for additive manufacturing process
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methods. A second advantage of AM is the possibility to create
customised components. The third advantage is to create a
lightweight design compared to conventional manufacturing.
The cost can also be reduced due to using less material. As a
fourth advantage, complex structures with optimised channels
or other integrated functionalities, can be manufactured
(Klahn et al., 2014).
Methods that aid the ideation include design heuristics,

which are used as inspiration during early design phases
(Blösch-Paidosh and Shea, 2019; Lindwall andTörlind, 2018).
Another, similar, method is to increase innovation in design
principles (Perez et al., 2019), which in addition to inspiration
also includemanufacturing variables (Mani et al., 2017).

2.2 Component design and optimisation
One of the main trends in optimisation for AM is topology
optimisation (TO). TO is an optimisation method in which the
geometry is optimised by varying the density of mesh elements
in a space. The result takes the form of a mesh density map
(Christensen and Klarbring, 2009). The output from TO is, in
most cases, a boundary representation of the optimised mesh.
TO is attractive because it directly satisfies one of the
possibilities of AM (weight optimisation). The method is also
simple in that it only needs a meshed design space, boundary
and load conditions and defined constraints and objectives.
Historically, TO has not been very useful for the design of end
components due to the challenge of manufacturing the
optimised result (Zegard and Paulino, 2016). The freeform
possibilities of AM have revolutionised the usage of TO now
that it is possible to manufacture complex shapes. Some
challenges to fully enable the usage of TO for the direct creation
of parts still exists, including consideration of overhang angle
and other design rules, the addition of other constraints or
objectives than structural characteristics and manipulation of
the geometry due to external or late introduced requirements
(Zegard and Paulino, 2016). TO filters for design rules are
constantly developing, including overhang minimisation,
anisotropic material behaviour and others (Liu, 2018).
In contrast to TO, where the final geometry is difficult to

change, parametric design can be used to create geometries
which are easy to change or adapt to new contexts, and where it
is possible to integrate knowledge (Amadori et al., 2012). TO
results can be interpreted into a parametric model by building a
skeleton with the TO result as base and then adding a skin
around it (Asadollahi-Yazdi et al., 2017). To create a model
that integrates and reuses knowledge while different variations
of the geometry are achieved, a master model (MM) approach,
which uses CAD templates and object oriented programming,
can be used (Biedermann and Meboldt, 2020; Wiberg et al.,
2019b).
MDO is a field of research that applies different numerical

optimisation techniques to design engineering systems and
components involving multiple disciplines (Simpson and
Martins, 2011). MDO enables a systematic design approach in
which optimisation and exploration are used to solve design
problems where multiple variables and disciplines affect each
other (Vandenbrande et al., 2006). In contrast to,
multidisciplinary and multi-objective optimisation can be used
to combine several aspects of the design process. Examples are:
minimised support structure and manufacturing error (Das

et al., 2015), build time and manufacturing error (Das, 2016).
Another example of multi-objective AM optimisation is
Salonatis and Zarban. (2015), who use multi-criteria decision-
making to evaluate several objectives in AM design. In addition
to only changing the AM setup, Asadollahi-Yazdi et al. (2018)
add geometrical changes by morphological geometry variations
combined with manufacturing parameters to minimise
manufacturing time and material use while considering
structural and surface roughness constraints. Wiberg et al.
(2018) vary a parametric CADmodel and build direction while
minimising component weight and support structure.

2.3 AM verification
Verification that it is possible to manufacture the design using
AM can be performed via either geometrical design rules
(Adam and Zimmer, 2015) or computational simulation
approaches (Bikas et al., 2016). The geometrical design rules
include recommendations for e.g. overhang angle where a
support structure is needed, minimum thicknesses or gaps and
howmaterial translation can be designed without failing (Adam
and Zimmer, 2015; Thomas, 2009; Kranz et al., 2015). By
formalising the rules as functions of factors such asmaterial and
AM machine, they can be implemented into a framework
which automatically evaluates them (Mani et al., 2017;
Rudolph andEmmelmann, 2017).
Computational simulation approaches are in general more

accurate and can be used to predict deformations and failures
of prints (Bikas et al., 2016). On the downside, the simulation is
often computationally expensive and requires expensive
software licenses.

2.4 Post-process preparation and verification
Most AM processes and components require post-processing
after the AM build, the most obvious being the removal of
surrounding powder, removing the component from the build
plate and support material removal. Other reasons for the post-
processing of AM components are to ensure tolerances of
geometrical features (Schnabel et al., 2017) and improve
material properties (Kahlin, 2020).
The tensile properties of materials, in terms of yield strength

(YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS), are relatively similar
to those of components manufactured using conventional
methods such as casting (Lewandowski and Seifi, 2016).
However, the fatigue properties of AM manufactured
components are generally worse than those of corresponding
conventional material due to rough surfaces and internal
defects (Kahlin et al., 2017). Materials manufactured by laser
and electron-beam also show significant differences, with
electron-beam material having greater surface roughness and
therefore also worse fatigue life. Different post-processing
methods, such as laser-polishing shoot peening, linishing and
centrifugal finishing, as well as heat treatment, have shown
potential to increase the fatigue life (Kahlin, 2020). As for AM,
the different post-processing methods come with design rules
that need to be respected.

3. Proposed method

The proposed design method bridges the three design steps:
Component design and optimisation, AM preparation and
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verification, and Post-process preparation and verification
presented in Section 2. Hence utilising a holistic design process
in which geometry, manufacturing and post-processing are
optimised in the same framework. Central to the proposed
design process is a MM, which contains geometrical
information, as well as component knowledge. Component
knowledge is used to enable the export of geometrical
information adapted for evaluating different design aspects. As
the geometry of the MM is parametric, it is easy to manipulate
in the optimization framework. A database with explicit
knowledge, including material data and design rules, is used to
support themanufacturing and CAE evaluation. Based on AM,
post-process and material selection, the database returns the
specific design rules and material properties applicable to the
design. These design rules are used in the manufacturing
evaluation, during which the cost and feasibility of the design is
evaluated. The evaluated geometry is compensated for
manufacturing and post-processing based on the component
knowledge and the manufacturing setup. Final performance of
the design is evaluated using CAE analysis where geometrical
information from the MM and material properties enable the
evaluation.

The design method enables evaluation of divergent designs
manufactured by different AM and post-processes. As an
extension, an optimisation engine can be used to automatically
create, evaluate and optimise designs within an MDO
framework. The optimisation engine controls the process
where the design variables are varied and the responses from
the CAE models are considered. This section describes the
individual design disciplines (MM, AM database,
manufacturing evaluation and CAE analysis), in Section 4, the
framework is implemented in a case study and an MDO
software is used for optimisation. An overview of the design
method is presented in Figure 3.
The proposed method described in Figure 3 is software

independent; however, in this paper it is implemented in a
computer system that connects different existing software, a
specifically developed database, with code for manufacturing
evaluation and export functions. The system can potentially be
expanded to integrate several alternative software packages, but
so far it is limited to CATIA V5 as both CAD software and
finite element solver, the database is implemented in SQLite
and manufacturing evaluation is based on geometrical design
rules implemented in the manufacturing model. Furthermore,

Figure 3 Information flow of the proposed method
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in the case study the optimization engine mode FRONTIER is
used to orchestrate the optimisation.

3.1Mastermodel
The aim with theMM is to create a model which comprises the
knowledge necessary to automate downstream computer
analyses in the DfAM process. By embracing geometrical,
functional and manufacturing information in the model,
geometrical and other information necessary to perform CAE
evaluations and prepare manufacturing are exported. A CAD
system is used for creation and saving a parametric CADmodel
which enables variations based on geometry design variables.
High-level CAD templates (Amadori et al., 2012) which
include geometrical elements such as planes, points, sketches
and surfaces as well as logical rules and design parameters are
used to build the CAD model. Selection of which CAD
template that is added control the topology in the geometry
while the parameters within the templates control
morphological changes of the geometrical elements within the
template. A template can be added to the component by
referencing to one or several points or planes in the CAD
model.
Functional decomposition was used to break down the

intendent case study component into subfunctions, solutions of
the subfunctions were used as base during the development of
CAD templates. Example of solutions are different kinds
of attachment types and structural sections used to connect the
attachments. In the MM, each solution is represented by an
object-oriented programming class where attributes contain
information of parameter boundaries and other types of
additional information regarding the solution. An example is
the required tolerances (and thereby also post-processing
operations) of a specific feature in the component. When
geometrical features are added, this information is added to a
database in parallel with the CAD information. Each class
contains methods for instantiation of CAD templates linked to
the solution. In addition, each class also contains export
functions which utilises the knowledge captured in the database
in order to create a variation of the geometry adapted to
different CAE evaluations (Wiberg et al., 2019b). Implemented
in the system is functions which allows export of models
adapted for structural verification, manufacturing and how the
final geometry will look like, this is presented in Figure 4.
Figure 5 show a closer look on how a rivet attachment
compensated for manufacturing and post-processing can look
like.
For creation of the MM the user needs to manually create

reference points in the CAD software and then connect the
references to the different functional solutions. Based on this
the geometry and parameters are created in the CAD system,
and the additional knowledge is saved in the database.

3.2 AM database
The MDO framework includes AM databases, which are used
to extract information for the specific manufacturing setup
chosen. This includes two separate databases, one containing
geometrical design rules for the manufacturing and one
containingmaterial properties.

3.2.1 Design rules
The design rules database is based on commonly accepted
geometrical design rules, formalised to enable their saving and
reuse within a cohesive structure. Rules for AM and post-
processing machines are integrated into the same database and
are automatically evaluated during the manufacturing
evaluation. Within the database, parameters for the specific
AM machines and post-processing processes are saved and
extracted for use during the evaluation of the rule. The rules are
defined such that, for one rule, a fixed number of parameters
are extracted. A machine selection is used as input to the
database where the parameters for that machine are coupled to
specific rules. An excerpt from the design rules implemented
within the framework is presented in Table 1. Each row
represents a design rule, including a name, description of the
rule and the parameters depending on the rule. In the machine
columns, the output parameters for the different machine
choices are presented. The database includes two AM
machines and one post-process selection.Where no parameters
are stated, the corresponding rule is not applicable for that
specificmachine.

3.2.2Material properties
Thematerial database is used to save the properties of materials
manufactured by AM and thereafter post-processed to improve
these properties. Input to the database is selection of an AM
machine and whether post-processing is to be used. Output is
material properties categorised based on the kind of CAE
evaluation in which they are to be used. For them to be useful,
the properties are simplified into parameters that can be used
directly in commercial CAE software. The eventual influence
of manufacturing settings or geometric shape on the material
properties are also neglected.
There are two types of material properties, static and fatigue

properties. The static properties are fixed parameters in the
form of Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density, yield and
ultimate strength. Fatigue behaviour of a material is instead
described in the form of an S-N curve, where the fatigue life of a
material for a certain stress level is described. In the database,
the maximum stress allowed for a defined number of load
cycles is a function based on measured data. The static
properties in the database are from themachine manufacturers,
while the fatigue properties are calculated from Kahlin et al.
(2020). An example the material properties for Ti6Al4V is
given in Table 2.

3.3Manufacturing Evaluation
In the manufacturing evaluation, the feasibility of
manufacturing is evaluated based on the design rules from the
AM database. In addition, the cost of manufacturing is
predicted using a cost model that estimates the manufacturing
cost based on AM machine selection, data from the
manufacturing evaluation and post-process selection.
Design rules are evaluated with functions where the

manufacturing geometry, the design rule parameters from the
database and specific build parameters (such as build
placement and orientation) are used as input. Based on this
input, the function calculates a Manufacturing Feasibility
(MF) index (Mani et al., 2017), which represents how well the
design is fit for manufacturing. In this framework, a lower
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Figure 4 Overview of information flow from theMaster Model

Figure 5 Example of a model exported for manufacturing where the final geometry has been compensated with material that will be removed during
postprocessing (e.g. centrifugal finishing) and machining (e.g. drilling and milling)
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number is better and an MF� 0 means that the rule is fully
satisfied. The rules are categorised into compulsory and
preferred, where theMF of the compulsory must be below zero
while the preferred are instead used as input to the cost model.
The design rules are evaluated based onmeasures on an STL

representation of the manufacturing geometry exported by the
MM. An example of a compulsory rule is that the component
must fit into the build chamber (Rule 1 in Table 1). TheMF is
then calculated as how far outside the chamber the component
is, with a negative number means that the part fits within. In a
similar manor, measured hole (Rule 2) and wall thicknesses
(Rule 3) are compared to the minimum requirements defined
in the design rules database. Overhang constraint (Rule 4) is
defined as a preferred rule and instead of a direct constraint the
amount of support structure needed influences the cost of the
component. The actual support structure for manufacturing is
not generated, instead where support structure is necessary is
predicted by an analyse of overhang angles for the current build
direction. The amount of support structure is estimated by the
prediction where support is needed, the distance to the build
plate and a support density factor. New design rules can be
added to the database by quantifying the rule into something
geometrically measurable and identifying which machine (or
other) settings influence the rule.

The cost model used was developed by the manufacturing
technology centre (MTC) (The Manufacturing Technology
Centre, 2020). The model calculates the cost of manufacturing
as a function of AM machine, material, component volume,
height and width of the component and amount of support
structure necessary. In the model, the AM cost is rounded to
the nearest hundred pounds sterling. If post-processing is
chosen, a fixed cost (based on a quotation from the sub-
contractor) is added to themanufacturing cost.

3.4 Case analysis
Within the implemented framework, the final performance of
the component is analysed in the form of an FE-analysis, used
to evaluate the structural performance of the component (as
shown in Figure 3). The user must set up the case-specific load
cases using a commercial software in an initial phase, thereafter
the MM automatically handles the geometrical updates
(Figure 4). Based on the selection of material, AM machine
and post-process options, the material properties are
automatically received from the AM database and used in the
calculations.
The results of the structural evaluation are separated into

static and fatigue results, where the maximum von Mises stress
for the static load cases is compared to the yield strength, and

Table 1 Example of the structure of the design rule database for AM machines

Rule Description Output description
Available Machines

EOS M400 Arcam Q20 plus Centrifugal finishing

1 Fit within
machine

The part(s) need to fit
within the build area
of the machine

x,y,z (mm):
Size of build chamber. If x,y,z> 0 a rectangular area
is assumed (width, depth, height). If x,y> 0 & z = 0,
a cylindrical chamber is assumed where x is radius
and y height of chamber

400, 400, 400 350, 380, 0 250, 250, 325

2 Smallest hole
thickness

The smallest inner
distance between two
surfaces

x (mm):
Smallest hole size allowed

0.2 0.4 2

3 Smallest wall
thickness

The smallest outer
distance of a wall or
similar

x (mm):
Smallest wall thickness allowed

0.2 0.4

4 Support
structure for
overhangs

Support structure
necessary to support
overhang features

x (deg), y (deg):
x = overhang angle allowed for rough surfaces
y = overhang angle allowed for fine surfaces

30, 45 30, 45

Table 2 Database with description of the material properties that are available

Material
Machine: EOS M400

Ti64
EOS M4001 centrifugal

finishing Ti64
Arcam Q20 plus

Ti64
Arcam Q20 plus1

centrifugal finishing Ti64Properties

Ti6Al4V Static
� Young’s modulus (GPa) 110 110 120 120
� Poisson’s ratio (-) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
� Density (kg/m3) 4,410 4,410 4,430 4,430
� Yield Strength (MPa) 800 800 1,020 1,020
� Ultimate Strength (MPa) 860 860 951 951

Ti6Al4V Fatigue
� Stress at failure (MPa) as
function of number of cycles

2797.5�x�0.161 1286.7�x�0.051 1683.6�x�0.156 1463.1�x�0.107
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for the fatigue cases, it is compared to the fatigue limit for a
defined number of load cycles.

4. Case study

The proposed method is evaluated by implementing it in a case
study in which a structural aircraft component is designed and
optimized. The feasibility is measured by how well the method
can design the component with the aim of minimising the mass
and the manufacturing cost. In addition to the quantitative
measurements of the single design case, a qualitative discussion
of the properties of themethod is presented in Section 5.

4.1 Studied component
The component in the case study is a part of the aircraft cargo
door structure placed between an actuator used for opening
and closing the cargo door and the door structure itself, see

Figure 6. Rivets are used as connectors between the cargo door
and the component and a bolt and bearings connect the
component to the actuator. In three areas, the positions of the
rivets are given, while in two other areas rivets can be placed
freely. The positions of the bolt and bearings are given as design
inputs (Figure 7).
The component is designed to be manufactured in Ti-6Al-

4V, with the goal of minimising mass and cost while respecting
a variety of load cases, including fatigue. Two different AM
machines (Arcam Q20 plus and EOSM400, hereafter referred
to as Arcam and EOS) could be used for manufacturing, and
therefore they were evaluated and compared. Post-processing
of the component in term of centrifugal finishing can be used to
improve the fatigue properties, and also to reduce the mass.
This option is also explored.
Before implementation of the framework presented in

Section 3, TO was used to create an initial concept. As
presented in Section 3.1, functional decomposition was used to
break down the design into sub solutions. In this case the
functions can be describes as attach to other components and
transfer load. Two types of attachments, rivet and bolt
(connection to actuator) are used in the case study. Transfer of
loads is performed via trusses which can variate in shape, size
and position. Based on the TO result, the MM was created by
manual placement of points where attachments and
intersections in the truss structure should be placed. These
points are only used as references during instantiation of the
component and the actual design points can be varied in
relation to the references with parameters included in the
templates. Since all the geometrical elements and parameters
are included in templates, after reference selection, the process
is automatic. The parameters modify the placement, shape and
size of the trusses in the structure and the placement of the
rivets that attach the component to the cargo door. Some of
attachment placements were not allowed to be changed while
others were free to move on the connection surface. Since it is
not known which of the parameters that influence the

Figure 7 Detailed interface between actuator, case study component, and cargo door

Figure 6 Overview of the aircraft cargo door and the studied
component
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objectives of the design, all parameters included in the
templates (except for the position of the attachments not
allowed to be changed) could be varied. The MM includes a
total of 108 variables for modification of the geometry. A
picture of the result from the TO together with an overview of
the cross sections in the parametric CAD model, is shown in
Figure 8. Figure 9 show a clearer view of the component
together with information about the attachments.

4.2Multidisciplinary optimisation
The component is designed by combining the framework
presented in section 3 with an MDO framework. The MDO
framework is formulated as a distributed framework
consisting of two levels. A main level alters the manufacturing
setup in the form of AMmachine, post-processing option and
material. At the second level, the geometry parameters, x,
and manufacturing variables, y (such as build placement and
direction), are modified. The MDO framework is described,
according to the extended design structure matrix
representation (Lambe and Martins, 2012), in Figure 10. In
the figure, the rounded dark grey boxes represent
multidisciplinary analyses or optimisations, whereas the grey
rectangles are computer analyses or processes. White
parallelograms are variables or information, and the wide grey
lines describe the information flow. Finally, the thin black
lines describe the order in which different processes are
performed.
The different processes’ outputs, such as component mass,

manufacturing cost and functional performance, are stored and
used as optimisation objectives and constraints. When an
MDO of a specific setup is performed, one or several Pareto-
optimal designs are identified and stored (in the
multidisciplinary design analysis block) to allow for comparison
between different manufacturing setups.
For a given machine setting, the optimisation in the

framework aims to minimise mass and cost while considering
the structural and manufacturing constraints. The cost is
calculated by the cost model described in Section 3.3 while the
mass is extracted from the MM. During the optimisation,
geometrical parameters x, presented in Section 4.1, and
manufacturing parameters y are varied. The manufacturing

parameters consist of five parameters that control the position
and orientation of the component within the build chamber.
Design rule 1–3 from Table 1 are used as constraints while
design rule 4 (overhang constraint) is included in the cost
model as described in Section 3.3. The optimisation
formulation is shown in equation (1).

MinFðxÞ ¼ ff1ðxÞ; f2ðx; yÞg ðf1 ¼ mass; f2 ¼ costÞ

S:tg1ðxÞ < smax; static ðstatic structural constraintÞ

g2ðxÞ < smax; fatigue ðfatigue structural constraintÞ

g3ðx; yÞ � 0 ðdesign rule 1Þ

g4ðx; yÞ � 0 ðdesign rule 2Þ

g5ðx; yÞ �0 ðdesign rule 3Þ

xi;min � xi � xi; max ðgeometry parameters; i ¼ 1;2; . . .;108Þ

yi;min � yi � yi; max ðmanufacturing settings; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;5Þ
(1)

Problem (1) was solved four times, one for each manufacturing
setting (i.e. type of AM machine, and with or without post-
processing). A multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA-II)
(Poles, 2003) was used to find optimal solutions for the design
problem. For each of the four optimisations, a population size
of 100 designs was used. The optimisation was run for 80
generations, resulting in a total of 8,000 design evaluations.
The use of a genetic algorithm cannot prove optimality;
however, an indication that no better solution exists can be seen
by studying the improvement in objective values. For all four
setups, the lowest cost was found within generations 10–18
while the minimum mass (rounded to nearest 0.1 gram) was
found in generations 59–72. Thus, no improvements in neither
of the objectives were seen during the final 8 generations
(Table 3).

4.3 Results
Although the optimisation was formulated as a multi-
objective problem (minimise mass and cost) two of the four
optimisations (EOS and Arcam with centrifugal finishing)

Figure 8 Cross-sections, splines, and trusses in the MM created from the TO result
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resulted in one design optimal both in cost and weight. For
manufacturing with EOS and Arcam without centrifugal
finishing, two Pareto-optimal solutions were found. The
objective values for all the six optimal solutions for the four
alternative manufacturing setups are shown in Figure 11.
At first glance, all the optimal designs look very similar.

This is seen in Figure 12, where the variations between the
optimal geometries are shown, as the six obtained optimal
design are plotted over each other in three different views. A
parameter study of the optimal solutions clearly shows that
the fatigue loads are limiting the optimisation and therefore
better fatigue properties result in lighter designs. It is also

Figure 10 Optimisation framework applied in the case study

Table 3 Compilation of the generation in which the optimal designs for
the two objectives were found

Manufacturing setup
Min mass found
in generation

Min cost found
in generation

Arcam 63 13
Arcam1 centrifugal finishing 72 10
EOS 59 14
EOS1 centrifugal finishing 65 18

Figure 9 CADmodel of the case study component with hidden points, planes and cross-sections
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seen that, generally, lower weight also results in lower cost.
Another factor that may influence the lack of several Pareto-
optimal solutions is that the cost model rounds off to the
closest hundred pounds sterling.
A significant difference between manufacturing of the

component in the Arcam and EOS printers is the build
direction. The larger build chamber in the EOS printer
allows a build direction in which the component is lying
down, while it must stand up in the Arcam machine. This
results in both a shorter build time and lower cost in the
EOS machine compared to the Arcam machine. The
geometrical difference is mainly that better material
properties (EOS better than Arcam, and centrifugal
finishing better than no centrifugal) results in a slimer design
with a lower weight. Figures 13 and 14 show the AM setup
with the component shown in red, the build chamber in
yellow, and a visual representation of the support structure
(not the actual structure) in green.

4.4 Results comparison
To evaluate the performance of the proposed design method,
the results of the case study are compared to a conventionally
designed and manufactured component (milled in aluminium)
and a design optimised using traditional TO and CAD
methods. The traditionally designed geometry is based on the
same TO result as the one in this study, the final design is made
by a design engineer which manually recreated the model in a
CAD software. The design is similar to the ones created in this
study but not as optimised. With more time and/or a more
careful engineer it is possible that this design could have
become lighter and thereby probably also cheaper to
manufacture. As seen in Table 4, the method implemented in
this study was able to reduce the weight significantly compared
to themanually designed.While a similar result can be achieved
with a manual approach the method presented in this study
accomplish it with a simple CAD interaction part which then is
automatically improved. Finally, a version of the component

Figure 11 Visualisation of the object values for the optimal configurations for the different manufacturing setups

Figure 12 Variations between the optimal solutions seen in three different views. The different grey lines represent the small deviations between the
six optimal solutions presented in Figure 11
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was manufactured and post-processed using centrifugal
finishing, as shown in Figure 15.

5. Discussion

This paper proposes a design method that combines
component design with AM machine selection and
manufacturing setup. The method is evaluated and illustrated
by applying it to a real industrial problem: designing a
structural aircraft component. By combining the proposed
method with an optimisation algorithm, the weight and
manufacturing cost are minimised while structural loads and
manufacturing design rules are considered. Below, Section 5.1
discusses the case study performed; then, based on the case
study and future potential, the method is discussed from a
generic perspective and how it can be applied in different
settings.

5.1 Case study
The component in the case study was chosen to be
representative of a structural component within the
aeronautical industry, which is one of the areas where AM has
shown the greatest potential. Since the component is only
used to distribute structural loads and has predetermined
interfaces with other components, the design freedom is not
so large. Hence an approach using TO for concept generation
seems natural for this application. Although the creation of
the MM is supported by CAD templates, the work to create
the MM is one of the most time-consuming steps in the

method. A challenge is also which CAD templates that best
represent the result achieved from a TO. More alternative
templates for recreation of different kind of TO structures
can relatively easy be introduced. It would however be more
or less impossible to create an exact copy of the TO shape
even though a huge number of various templates are
introduced. A large number of templates to choose between
would also introduce a more difficult step for selecting which
templates and references that should be used. Therefore,
future work should be directed towards developing and
automating this step.
The most time-consuming step in the process was the

optimisation which in this case in total occupied 2–3weeks.
This process is automated but can still be a huge time and
computational cost. Although the design freedom is not so
large, the optimisation performed becomes complex, involving
several design variables, multiple objectives and a non-convex
solution space. To solve the problem, a genetic algorithm
which is powerful and capable of finding good solutions to
complex problems was used. The disadvantage is that a large
number of design evaluations are required. Together with the
large number of design variables (over 100), the design

Figure 13 AM setup for Arcam printer (Design 1) Figure 14 AM setup for EOS printer (Design 4)
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problem becomes difficult and time consuming to solve. For
each manufacturing setup, 8,000 design evaluations were used
(100 individuals over 80 generations) to solve the problem. The
case study shows that no improvement was achieved after
generations 59–72, which demonstrates that it is not possible to
significantly reduce the number of design evaluations (at least
not with this setup).
As seen in Figure 11, few Pareto-optimal solutions were

identified in the optimisation. There are two probable reasons
for this; the first is that the cost model rounds the predicted cost
to the nearest hundred pounds sterling. This reduces the
number of almost-similar designs that have a small variation in
objective values. The second reason is that the cost model
calculates the cost based upon the volume of the component,
the height of the component and the amount of support
structure. This means the two objectives are strongly correlated
since the mass of the component also has a large influence on
the cost.
In addition to optimisation of the component for a specific

machine, the case study shows that the method enables
comparisons between optimised geometries for different
manufacturing setups. As one might predict, the addition of
centrifugal finishing to the initial manufacturing leads to a
lighter but more expensive component, both for EOS and
Arcam machines. A comparison between EOS and Arcam
manufacturing show that, for this component, EOS is cheaper.
This can be traced to the lighter component, because the
volume of the manufactured material influences the cost.
Another parameter influencing the cost is the height, with a
greater height taking a longer time and therefore costing more
to manufacture. As seen in Figures 13 and 14, the larger build
size in the EOSmachinemakes it possible to lay the component
down, unlike in the Arcam machine, which significantly
reduces both the build time and cost.

5.2Method
Compared to existing research, the method presented in this
work implements a novel integrated product and process
development process. The method integrates knowledge such
as design rules, material data, a cost model and
manufacturing setup into a holistic automatic framework.
Several versions of the geometry created by an MM use
manufacturing evaluation of a manufacturing-compensated
geometry, in contrast to existing methodologies which first
optimise the geometry (with or without design rules) and then
compensates the model for manufacturing. Together, this
creates great potential to explore different configurations of
manufacturing and post-processing without any extra work.
In addition to the design and optimisation process, the
proposed method can add value by the automation of
downstream activities such as AM setup and preparation of
manufacturing files.
The case study shows that the proposed method can be

applied to a real industrial application and has the potential to
automatically compare designs optimised for different AM
setups. Based on the case study, two challenges with the
method can be pointed out: setup of the geometry and MM,
and computational cost for the optimisations. Compared to the
time to setup and run the TO, the MM creation takes
substantially more time; however, smart use of CAD templates
can drastically shorten this time compared to startingmodelling
from scratch. The time for creation of the MM in the case-
study can be compared to what it would normally take to create
a solid, non-smart model. By developing a better, more user-
friendly framework for creating the MM, the time needed to
create it can be reduced, and it will also be easier for new
operators to use it.
Five areas for potential improvements to the framework

have been identified. Firstly, by developing more and better
geometrical templates, larger variations in the geometry can
be achieved and it would be easier to create complex
intersections between trusses and other geometrical features.
A second improvement is the development of more automatic
support in the creation of references for the templates. This
could be, for example, automatic recognition of intersection
features in a TO geometry. To make it more user-friendly for
non-related (and the developer) to use, a better user interface
would be beneficial. The fourth idea is to use active design-
rule compensation, whereby CAD templates could
automatically adapt to design rules (e.g. orientate a cross-
section according to build direction). The computational cost
of the system could also benefit from features that
automatically orientate according to build direction. This
would probably reduce the complexity of the optimisation by
weakening the coupling effect between build direction and

Figure 15 Component manufactured by Arcam, post-processed by
centrifugal finishing and milled to achieve specific tolerances

Table 4 Comparison between components designed and manufactured using different methods

Conventionala Traditional design methodb Design 1 (this study) Design 4 (this study)

Manufacturing method: Milled in Aluminium Arcam1 centrifugal Arcam1 centrifugal EOS1 centrifugal
Weight: 1.8 kg 1.47 kg (�18%) 1.25 kg (�30%) 1.23 kg (�32%)
Manufacturing cost: n.a. £5,738 £4,980 £4,880

Notes: aGiven by the company providing the case study. bDesigned in parallel with this paper using a more conventional method combining topology
optimisation with manual CAD interpretation and CAE analyse
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geometry parameters on design rules. A fifth potential for
future work is the incorporation of more refined
manufacturing evaluation. An advantage of the geometrical
rule-based method used in this work is the computational
efficiency. The disadvantage is the accuracy which compared
to finite element-based simulation of the AM process is not as
precise. For future work it would be interesting to combine
the rule approach with an AM simulation. To direct exchange
the rules with a simulation is probably not computational
efficient, instead it is proposed to use a nested framework
where the current framework is used to create good solutions
and then a simulation can be used to confirm the
manufacturability of good solutions.
As seen in the case study, the variation in geometry between

the designs that are optimal for different configurations are
visually not so large (Figure 12). However, when studying the
build orientation, geometry variable values, and the objective
values, the difference becomes clear. Limiting parameters in
this case are the given interfaces and the purely structural
constraint. Application to other domains with more functions
and a less well-defined setup would probably lead to larger
variations in the obtained geometry. A larger variation in the
CAD templates would also lead to larger variations and
probably even better objective values. However, all this would
probably also create an evenmore complex optimisation.
As the explicit knowledge in terms of manufacturing design

rules and material properties is saved in external databases, it is
easy to add new manufacturing methods or combinations of
material and post processing methods. Although the
uniqueness of this work is the evaluation of manufacture-
adapted geometries, and the possibility to optimise also the
manufacturing setup, it is possible to use the manufacturing
evaluation and comparison separately. This functionality could
be beneficial to rapidly compare or evaluate which machine
should be used to manufacture an already designed
component.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a design for an AM method that
incorporates the simultaneous design of a component and its
manufacturing process, including AM-manufacturing and
post-processing parameters. The method includes a MM
which enables parametric geometry variations and automatic
export of geometries adapted for various simulation processes,
such as FEM and manufacturing simulation. Furthermore, a
database containing manufacturing design rules and material
data for different combinations of AM machine and post-
processing setups is developed. Manufacturability is ensured
through the evaluation of geometrical design rules, and a cost
model calculates the manufacturing cost. Finally, CAE
evaluation is used to ensure that the component fulfils the
functional requirements.
The proposed method is showcased and evaluated in a case

study in which a structural aircraft component is designed and
optimised for manufacture by laser or electron-beam Powder
Bed Fusion. Furthermore, the possibility of including a post-
processing step and how this will influence the design and
manufacturing cost is also evaluated. Designs optimised for the
different manufacturing configurations are automatically

achieved and hence different AM machines and post-
processing alternatives could be compared in an efficient
manner. The optimisation shows that the build direction,
weight of the component and cost of manufacturing varies
between the designs that are optimal for different
manufacturing configurations. By comparing the results of the
case study with the original design (manufactured by
conventional methods) and a design accomplished using only
topology optimisation and CAD interpretation, it is shown that
the method can come up with solutions that are better
regarding both performance and cost.
The unique contribution of the presented method is the

capability to obtain, without any extra manual work, designs
optimised for different AM and post-processing setups. With
this as a base, forthcoming studies can be used to further
develop computational support to facilitate the manual parts of
the CAD process, to improve the evaluation of the
manufacturability in more precise ways and to expand the
database to include more AM machines, post-process
alternatives and materials. To prove the generalisability of the
method and computer support, it needs to be applied within
different domains and with diverse users.
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